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OUR PRODUCTS 

We are thrilled to announce the huge
success of our rubber machinery at the
recent trade show in Milan 2023. Our team
worked incredibly hard leading up to the
event to ensure that we showcased the very
best of our products and services, and the
response we received was overwhelmingly
positive.

Thanks to our innovative technology and
superior design, our rubber machinery was

met with great enthusiasm and interest
from attendees at the event. From
manufacturers to industry experts,

everyone was impressed with the quality
and capabilities of our products, and our

team was proud to demonstrate the many
benefits and features of our machinery.
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Our  injection machines are
manufactured as standard in sizes from
1000-5000 kN, with injection volumes
from 500cc and up. Our compression
machines can be delivered in sizes from
500-100,000 kN.

All machine types can be supplied with a
range of additional options, such as
vacuum chambers, 2, 3, and 4 plate
handling systems and sliding tables, to
name just a few. 

We can also supply as standard or later
retrofitted a range of automation devices
to support your production requirements. 

We help you as a customer with
everything from specifying the right
functions to installing and providing
ongoing service, support and spare parts.

We want to extend a heartfelt thank
you to everyone who stopped by our
booth and showed interest in our
rubber machinery. We are excited to
continue to provide our customers
with the best possible products and
services, and we look forward to
seeing you all again at future events.

All the team at Pan Stone Europe 

THANK YOU 

September 2023
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